DESIGNED FOR
HIGH CUT HAZARDS & INCISION RISK

All PolyKor X7™ gloves designed with the following Innovation

- Fine gauge, thinnest PolyKor X7 liner to provide Maximum Dexterity.
- Minimal restriction of movement. Neo-Foam coating combination.
- Precise finger-tip Sensitivity and Control
The latest in engineered yarn development.

What is X7™ Technology?
PIP’s G-Tek® PolyKor® with X7™ Technology represents the latest in engineered yarn development. This super light-weight and thin, 18 gauge reinforced yarn provides very high cut resistance and durability by way of proprietary fibers.

The result is exceptional cut resistance in a thin liner configuration.

P.I.P PolyKor X7 Family

16-315 GuardTek Cut Level D
16-315HY GuardTek Hi Viz Cut Level D
16-377 G-Tek Platinum F+ Cut Level F+
16-939 G-Tek Dual Coat Cut Level C
120-3700 MKII Forcershield Mark II Cut Level E

Contact us about our "Fit for Purpose" Satisfaction Guaranteed  Trial Buy Offer

QLD/ NT - Brad Livermore 0488 662 207
NSW/ VIC/ TAS/ ACT - Warren Krause 0418 723 102
WA / SA - Carl Alvino 0408 070 484

Head Office  07 3268 6999